“Of the parishes of Bethnal Green and Shoreditch . . . exact maps
have been prepared under the direction of Dr. [Hector] Gavin,
resting on his own investigations, by which every death from
cholera has been traced not only to the particular street in which
it occurred, but even to the individual house” (Grainger, Appendix
B [see map credits], 32).
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Affected locality at far west end of the parish in reddish-brown. Black lines for buried
sewers, shaded lines for open sewers.

“In the year 1838, a report was presented to the Poor Law Commissioners, describing certain localities
in Bethnal Green, in which typhus was then or recently had been so prevalent, that it had attacked in
some streets, every house, and in some houses every room. From that time to the present, these localities have been the special seats of fever and of every other epidemic that has chanced to prevail. From
Dr. Gavin’s careful and painfully-descriptive Report on the recent progress of cholera in this district,
it appears that in one of these places (Old Nichol Street), in 23 houses, 50 persons were attacked with
cholera, of whom 33 died, three deaths having taken place in one house and four in another; the visitors
finding, besides, nine cases approaching to cholera and 197 cases of diarrhoea” (GBoH, Report, 19).
“Dr. Gavin, the medical superintendent of the district, . . . states that the disease chiefly prevailed in a
space comprised in about 400 yards by 150” (GBoH, Report, 112).

“In alluding to the influenza which prevailed in 1847, Dr. Gavin mentions a most elucidative fact. He
says, while there was little increase in the usual mortality in the healthy and clean streets, the mortality was quintupled in the unhealthy and dirty streets. Among the principal causes of filth he places the
accumulation of solid refuse. Nor can this be a matter of surprise when it is stated that the solid refuse is
never completely removed from the premises. In the process of time, the back yards in several localities
have by this accumulation been so raised as to be nearly on a level with what might be termed the first
floor of the houses. . . . The general result of Dr. Gavin’s experience of these evils is thus expressed:—
‘There is scarcely an exception to the almost absolute rule that, where filth prevails, there cholera locates itself. The more closely I have examined the localities where cholera prevails, the more profound
is my conviction of the truth that, with the exception of a very limited number of other predisposing
causes—such as emotions of the mind and constitutional debility, predisposition from previous disease,
impropriety or abuse of diet—local causes alone determine who shall escape and who shall perish from
cholera.’” (GBoH, Appendix B, 39, 41).
For additional extracts from Grainger’s report on Bethnal Green, see Document 10.III in the Online Companion, 13–15.
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“Dr. Grainger has sent me a statement of the 993 cases attended by some of the medical officers of Shoreditch and
Bethnal Green, of which 310, or 31.2 per cent, were fatal” (GBoH, Appendix B, 17).

“Windmill Square [identified by 1, immediately left of “A” in Kingsland] consists of 5 houses in a small square: a stable
and cow-shed and 2 small houses occupy one side—three similar houses the opposite side of square; 22 persons
inhabited these 5 houses. In a few days, 11 of these persons died of cholera. . . . Now, the supply of water to these 5
houses is from a pump originally sunk 18 feet; but on the formation of the sewer it was sunk to 24 feet, as if to insure
the reception of water percolating from it. Near the centre of the small square of 50 feet a cesspool was dug to receive
the surface drainage of the houses, and to relieve the cesspools of the fluid matters; also, to receive the drainage from
the adjoining stable. Within a few feet of the pump, a hole had been dug to receive water from the square, laid out as a
garden. Into this hole decaying vegetable matter had been thrown, and was accumulated. Moreover, the soakage from a
large heap of manure—the refuse from the stable and cow-shed which occupies the place of [house] No. 1—not more
than 25 feet from the well—passed into the well. (This refuse has since been removed.) The adjacent road is badly
drained; and a cesspool under the grating in the centre serves to retain much foetid refuse; doubtless the drainage and
fluid contents of this cesspool percolated through the soil and found their way to the well, which is the lowest level. It
is impossible to stand close to this pump without perceiving a nauscous [sic] and offensive smell arising from it. There
is no doubt that the state of the water, holding as it did organic matter in solution, was the remote cause of the heavy
mortality which swept away, in a few days, one-half the inhabitants of this square” (Gavin, quoted in GBoH, Appendix B,
46–47).

